Prep.

Questions
Aim High(3)
Units 3 & 4
Vocab. & Grammar
A) Choose the correct words between brackets:
1. She‟s the manager. She is ________ hiring new staff.
(in charge of – instinctively – gradually – commitment)
2. He works as a ________ for the government. He's expert at banking.
(civil servant – distributer – financial analyst – barrister)
3. He is ashamed (on – off – of – about) stealing the money.
4. Maria was upset (with – of – at – about) her final result.
5. The project (fell through - set off – broke down – went up) due to lack
of money.
6. My mother broke many dishes during (was washing – washed – is
washing – washing) them, so my father got angry.
7. Paul, (who-which-whose-that) birthday is on Friday, is having a party
tonight.
8. This is the town (that-where-when-which) my favourite singer lives.
9. That's the woman (whose-who-that-whom) house was burgled last
week.
10.Sarah Jones, (who-when-which-whose) I knew at university, is a doctor
now.
11.This CD, (whose-who-that-when) I bought yesterday, is awful.
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12.This is the reason (why – that – that – which – why) I haven't finished
yet.
13.My friend, (who-which-whose-whom) has just moved to Wales, sent me
a long letter.
14.London, (where-which-when-whose) the Houses of Parliament are, is
the capital of England.
15.When did you buy the jacket (who-whose-that-when) you are wearing?
16.My favourite time of the year is summer, (when-that-where-which) the
weather is hot.
Complete the sentences with words from the list:
Commitment - financial - nanny -flexible– up- off - put -turned
1. Diana wanted to be a _______ analyst so she went to university to
study economics.
2. In summer, I found a job for the holidays as a ________, looking after
two children.
3. My mother always take us to school in the morning and picked us
________ later on.
4. Unfortunately, the children were so naughty that Diana had to tell them
________ a lot.
5. She ________ the offer down. She decided she would rather work in a
factory,
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B) Rewrite the sentences giving the same meaning:
1. He had a beard before.

(used)

…………………………………………………………………….
2. He left the stadium after the match had ended.

(till)

…………………………………………………………………….
3. We had dinner at 8 p.m. You called at 8.05 p.m.

(when)

…………………………………………………………………….
4. We reached the airport at 5. The plane took off at 4.55

(When)

…………………………………………………………………….
5. First he did his homework, then he went to bed.

(After)

…………………………………………………………………….
6. It's against the law to exceed the speed limits while driving. (illegal)
…………………………………………………………………….
7. He couldn't start his project as the local authority refused to finance it.
(through)
…………………………………………………………………….
8. We started our journey at 6 yesterday.

(set)

…………………………………………………………………….
9. My father arrived home very late last night.

(back)

…………………………………………………………………….
10.The school bus often stops working, that's why he's always late to
school.

(down)

…………………………………………………………………….
11.I bought a second-hand car. It broke down two weeks later.
(which)
…………………………………………………………………….
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12.We had dinner with some friends. Their house was for sale.
(whose)
…………………………………………………………………….
13.My grandfather has just retired. He was 65 last week. (who)
…………………………………………………………………….
14.

We stayed at a hotel. It was extremely comfortable. (where)
…………………………………………………………………

15.John is studying medicine at university. His parents are both doctors.
(whose)
…………………………………………………………………….
16.Last weekend we visited Stratford-Upon-Avon. Shakespeare lived
there.

(which)

…………………………………………………………………….
17.She applied for a job. It had been advertised in the newspaper.
(which)
…………………………………………………………………….
18.The woman is my neighbour. She works at the post office. (who)
…………………………………………………………………….
19.Our new fridge doesn‟t work. It was delivered last week. (which)
…………………………………………………………………….
20.The South African author J.M. Coetzee lives in Australia. He won a
Nobel Prize in 2003.

(who)

…………………………………………………………………….
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Aim High 3
Unit (4)
(1) Vocabulary& Structure
Choose the correct answer:

1.She was (visualized – catapulted – inspired – stumbled) out of the car as it
hit the wall.
2.I've (already – yet – before – never) thought the title of this song is "Do
you fly now?"
3.You will be asked to perform some standard (application – manoeuvres –
pantry – benefit) during your driving test.
4.Judith has never (been – gone – be – went) to an English speaking
country.
5.The burglar alarm is (active – activated – simplified – memorize) by
movement.
6.Have you ever (ride – rode – ridden – rides) a camel?
7.I wasn't sure how many people were expected. They have ( just - for –
yet – since) arrived.
8.I always (associate – apply – pantry – visualize) the smell of roses with my
mother's garden.
9.My (knowledge – association – achievement – manoeuvre) of world
geography is limited.
10.Some people think that life will become very (inspire – pantry – dull –
essentially) when they retire.
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(3) Re-write the following sentences giving the same meanings
1. I started learning Arabic five years ago. (for)
…………………………………………………………………………
2. They won the prize in 2005, 2008 and 2010. (have)
…………………………………………………………………………
3. Tina met her best friend ten years ago.(for)
…………………………………………………………………………
4. The last time Matt played football was six months ago. (hasn't)
…………………………………………………………………………
5. My dad started writing letters at 8 a.m. and it‟s now 4 p.m. (for)
…………………………………………………………………………
6. When did you start running marathons? (How long)
…………………………………………………………………………
7. Tony bought his laptop in 2009. (since)
…………………………………………………………………………
8. I arrived here an hour ago and I‟m still waiting. (been)
…………………………………………………………………………
9. The last time Sandra was ill was in March. (since)
…………………………………………………………………………
10.

My parents got married in 1993. (since)
…………………………………………………………………………
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(4) Reading Comprehension
A. Read the text and choose the correct answers.
Message in a bottle
Forty years ago, eight-year-old Sandra Morris was on a cruise ship
travelling home to the USA from a holiday in Europe. During her journey,
she threw an empty bottle containing a note over the side of the ship.
Three months later, eight-year-old Rosalind Hearse was walking on a
beach with her headmaster father when she spotted Sandra‟s bottle in the
sand. The two girls started writing to each other straight away, and have
been in touch ever since. Yesterday the pair, both now 48, visited the spot
at Morfa beach near Margam, South Wales, where Rosalind found the
message. Rosalind says, „Our friendship grew through our letters as we
shared amazingly parallel lives. We each have two children, a boy and girl,
and our eldest were born just ten days apart.‟ The pair‟s children have also
become firm friends after sharing a trip to Disneyland together.
Read the text again and answer the questions with a complete
sentence.
1. How did Sandra send her note?
…………………………………………………………………………
2. How long did the bottle take to reach the shore?
…………………………………………………………………………
3. How long have the women been writing to each other?
…………………………………………………………………………
4. Where did Rosalind find the bottle?
…………………………………………………………………………
5. What have Rosalind and Sandra got in common?
………………………………………………………………………
7
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Choose:
1. The pair were …………… years old when their friendship started.
a. forty

b. eight

c. forty-eight

2. Sandra had visited countries like ………… during her holiday.
a. Canada

b. Thailand

c. Germany

3. Rosalind‟s father worked in a …………….
a. hospital.

b. school.

c. bank.

4. Rosalind and Sandra are now …………. years old.
a. nearly fifty

b. over fifty

c. nearly forty

5. Their children got to know each other …………..
a. at school.

b. at home.

c. on holiday.

B. Reading

The energy crisis
Fossil fuels like oil, natural gas and coal come from plants and
animals that died millions of years ago. In the past they were very cheap
and easy to extract, but now they are running out. An alternative to fossil
fuels is nuclear energy, which comes from nuclear reactions in radioactive
materials like uranium. A small amount of uranium produces a lot of
energy, but nuclear waste remains dangerous for thousands of years.
Because of the problems with fossil fuels and nuclear energy, scientists
are doing research into renewable energy sources, such as solar energy
from the sun, hydroelectric energy from moving water and wind energy
using wind turbines. Another alternative is biomass, which is biological
material like plant or animal waste. At the moment all the alternative
energy sources have disadvantages as well as advantages, so the energy
crisis has not been solved yet.
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Read the text again and answer the questions with a complete
sentence.
1. What are fossil fuels made from?
………………………………………………………………………
2. What is the problem with fossil fuels today?
…………………………………………………………………………
3. What is the advantage of using uranium to produce energy?
…………………………………………………………………………
4. What machinery is necessary to convert wind energy into electricity?
………………………………………………………………………
5. Why have scientists not managed to solve the energy crisis yet?
……………………………………………………………………………..
Choose
1. …………..is a fossil fuel.
a. Solar energy

b. Natural gas

c. Nuclear energy

2. During the last century, it wasn‟t … to extract fossil fuels.
a. expensive

b. easy

c. practical

3. The main disadvantage with nuclear energy is that it is ………..
a. dirty.

b. expensive.

c. dangerous.

4. Moving water generates …………..energy.
a. solar

b. nuclear

c. hydroelectric

5. Biomass is made from …………..waste.
a. factory
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(3) Novel
The man in the Iron Mask
Chapters 6-10
Chapters 6&7:
1- Why did Aramis not want D‟Artagnan to see Philippe?
2- What was Fouquet‟s reaction when Aramis told him that he had
swapped Louis with Philippe?
3- Why did D‟Artagnan go to see Fouquet?
4- “It was entirely the King‟s decision.” Comment
5- “How could the Queen allow something like that?” Comment.
Chapters 8, 9 & 10:
1- Why did Fouquet choose to send Aramis and Porthos to Belle Isle?
2- What was Louis‟ order concerning his brother?
3- “Monsieur, you are my Prisoner.” Comment.
4- Athos warned and helped Aramis and Porthos. Illustrate.
5- D‟Artagnan had underestimated the King. Explain.
6- “I wish I‟d never involved you in all of this.” Comment.
7- D‟Artagnan proved that he believe in “All for one and one for all”.
Illustrate.
8- Where did Aramis decide to go after going out from the Bastille?
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(3) Poetry
Bed In Summer
Questions with model answers:
1.Who is the poet?
2.What is the rhyme scheme of "Bed in Summer" ?
3.What is the main idea of the poem?
4.Paraphrase the first stanza.
5. I have to go to bed and see
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..
Complete the stanza and paraphrase it
6. Write the lines in which the poet feels annoyed because he has to go to
bed early while he wants to enjoy the weather and play.
7.What is the title of the poem?
8. Write the first stanza & pick out its figures of speech.
9.Does the writer really get up at night?
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Poetry
Night
Questions with model answers
Questions:
1.Who is the poet?
2.What is the rhyme scheme of "Night"?3. Why does the poet use the letter "s" frequently?
4.What is the title of the poem?
5.Write the second stanza& paraphrase it.
Paraphrase:
6. The poet describes himself as a bird & his home as a nest. Write
the lines.
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..
……………………………………………..
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(4) Click on
Choose the correct answer:
1- I (studied - study- have studied) English for three hours.
2- Someone knocked the door while I (have - was having - had) my
breakfast.
3- I‟ve invited Mariam to my birthday party. Do you think she (is going to
come- will come- is coming)?
4- He was listening carefully while they (explained - have explained - were
explaining) the plan to him.
5- They (went- have been- have gone) to America. They came back a
week ago.
6- I was writing a report (while - when- as) my boss came.
7- I‟m exhausted. I ( am going to take- will take- am taking) a rest.
8- She has lived in London (since - ago- for) 15 years.
9- Sara (had dropped - dropped- was dropping) her bag during getting
into the taxi.
10- It‟s really hot I here, (Are you going to switch- Will you switch- Are you
switching) on the AC, please?
11- Have you ever (saw - see- seen) a robot?
12- Tidy your room or I (am not letting- won‟t let- am not going to let) you
go to the club.
13- I (worked- have worked- work) in a bank for five years. I work in a big
company at present.
14- I promise I (am going to buy- will buy- am buying) you a gift when I
return from my holiday.
13
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15- I haven‟t met him (just-since-for) he travelled abroad.
16- I (have called - had call- called) my grandmother yesterday.
17- We (are going to fly- will fly- are flying) to London tomorrow.
18- He bought a mobile phone new two days ( recently- ago- for)
19- My brother (had gone - has been- has gone) to Paris. He is still there.
20- The train has (already – ever - still) left the station.
21- What (did you do- have you done- were you doing) at six o‟clock
yesterday?
22- I‟ve listened to the weather forecast. It (is going to be- will be- is being)
warm tomorrow.
23- I‟m bored. I (am going to watch- will watch- am watching) an action
film.
24- It has been arranged, I (am going to have- will have- am having) lunch
with my friends tomorrow.
25- He is filling the bucket with water. He (is going to wash- will wash- is
washing) his car.
26- This shampoo (suits- fits- matches) all hair types.
27- I was (yelling- surfing- plugging) the net looking for information on the
Indian culture.
28- He left the bath running and (soaked- cooled- flooded) the bathroom.
29- (Online- Website- Theme) shopping is both cheap and convenient.
30- I was (disappointed- shocked- thrilled) by your good news.
31- We felt (relieved- bored- annoyed) when we knew that nobody was
hurt.
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32- They were lost in (dessert- desert- mud) for nine days. It must have
been a terrible experience.
33- Bring a coat, it might turn (warm- hot- chilly) later.
34- My sister has got a new pair of (high-heeled – woollen – baggy)
shoes.
35- I fell off my bike and (bruised- sprained- lost) my wrist.
36- It was the holiday of (ages- breath taking- lifetime).
37- Please, Form an orderly (queue- platform- card)
38- The doors were painted blue to (suit- fit- match) the walls.
39- That dress (suits- fits- matches) me very well.
40- If you want to know more about our products, you can (downloadsurf- visit) our website.
Correct the underlined words:
1- He doesn‟t study anymore. He will fail in his exams. […………….]
2- He is a very sensibly man.

[…………….]

3- Adel has been to a camp for a week. He‟ll be back tomorrow.
[…………….]
4- I‟m afraid I am being absent tomorrow.

[…………….]

5- All the lights go out as I was getting into the flat.

[…………….]

6- We are going to visit you soon. That‟s a promise.

[…………….]

7- I started cleaning the house two hours before.

[…………….]

8- Everything is arranged to change my house. I will buy a bigger one.
[ ……………....]
9- While he was running, he was falling down and broke his leg.
[……………….]
15
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10- She sings good.

[……………….]

11- Ask the cashier if she has a credit for 10$.

[……………….]

12- If you guess your mind about coming tonight, just call me.
[……………….]
13- We saw lights at the distance.

[……………….]

14- It‟s blowing hot here.

[……………….]

15- My mother asked me to make the hoovering.

[……………….]

16- The movie is based about a real- life incident.

[……………….]

17- The mansion is set of 90 acres of beautiful, unspoilt countryside.
[……………….]
18- We had chocolate for desert.

[……………….]

19- With DVD, you can watch the latest movies on the comfort of your
house.

[……………….]

20- Do you want to go on the school adventure to France this year?
[……………….]
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1) Read and match:
1. handle

a. hot

2. play

b. money

3. take

c. altitude

4. boiling

d. pictures

5. lose

e. hopscotch
f. show

2) Read and match:
1. There is a long

a. a week

2. He hasn‟t called since

b. lips

3. She is a good student,

c. yesterday

4. She left the room

d. quietly

5. My sister has cracked

e. queue outside the cinema
f. isn‟t she?

3) Read and match:
1. Part time

a. a bath

2. leather

b. strap

3. run

c. job

4. soaking

d. work

5. heavy

e. wet
f. rain
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4) Read and match:
1. There is going to be a weekend

a. I think she‟ll be vet.

2. Mary loves animals

b. on the net.

3. Try to keep my advise

c. full of surprises.

4. You should

d. but he couldn‟t find it.

5. You‟ll find more information

e. in mind.
f. put the rubbish in the bin.

Supply the missing part in the following mini-dialogue:
1)

A. What‟s the matter with you?
B. ...............................................................................

2)

A. ...............................................................................?
B. I used to go skiing when I was young.

3)

Salesman: .................................................................?
Mr. John: I‟d like to buy a nice dress with a jacket for my daughter.
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Model Exam
1) Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue
Ali: ……………………….…………………………. ?
Samy: I went to Alexandria .
Ali: Where did you stay?
Samy: ……………….………….…………………. .
Ali: ……………………………………………..……?
Samy: The weather was nice. Actually, I had a good time there.
2) Write what you would say in the following situations:
1-Your friend asks you about your father's job.
…………………………………………………………………..
2-Your friend asks you about your favourite hobby.
………………………………………………………………….
3) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The police received a report that four men had stopped a van while
the others, who were the same number, were guarding the road. The van
was carrying factory wages and the men attacked the driver and his
assistant. When the assistant tried to shout for help, they killed him. They
tied the driver up and put a piece of cloth on his mouth and let him sit on a
bag .They stole one of the bags. After searching for three hours, the police
found the van near the river. The police freed the driver who said that the
stolen bag contains letters only and that all the money was at the bag
under him.
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Answer
1-Why couldn't the driver shout for help?
……………………………………………………………….
2-How long did the police search for the van?
…………………………………………………………………..
B) Choose
3- If the driver shouted for help, the thieves would………………..
[runaway - kill him - thank him]
4-The bag, the thieves has stolen contained……………………..
[ nothing– money – letters]
4) Choose the correct answer:
1-What does a …………….. day in your life like?
[daily – every - typical]
2-Ali works as a ski instructor in his …………. time.
[long – spare - holiday]
3-Sara always annoys me. I can't………. her.
[see – like - stand]
4-It's wrong to …………… lies.
[say – tell - speak]
5-A………… plays music on the radio.
[DJ - journalist - architect]
5) Read and correct the underlined words:
1-Catherine likes listening for music………………….
2-How much do you play tennis? Every day……………………
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3-I didn't saw Hala at the party last night……………………..
4-This book isn't yours. It's my……………………..
5-He never closing the door behind him……………..
6) Re-arrange
1-tomorrow – us – with – playing – They – tennis – are.
2-Tuesdays – on–class-a karate – I – have.
3-Spain – from – Lisa – comes.
4-the – net – is – surfing – hobby – My – favourite.
5-have-breakfast – usually – I–8 o'clock – at.
7) Write 4 sentences about your favourite hobby using the words
given:
[tennis – club – spare time – coach]
……………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………
8)A) Translate into Arabic:
The government should provide many jobs for the youth to solve the
problem of unemployment
………………………………………………………………………
B)Translate into English:
.  ان هوايتى المفضلة هى قراءة الروايات اإلنجليزية القديمة………………………………………………………………………
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Model Answers
Aim High 2
Unit 3
Choose the correct words between brackets:
1. She‟s the manager. She is ________ hiring new staff.
(in charge of– instinctively – gradually – commitment)
2. He works as a _____ for the government. He's expert at banking.
(civil servant – distributer – financial analyst– barrister)
3. He is ashamed (on – off – of– about) stealing the money.
4. Maria was upset (with – of – at – about) her final result.
5. The project ( fell through- set off – broke down – went up) due to lack
of money.
6. My mother broke some dished during (was washing – washed – is
washing – washing) them.
7. Paul, (who-which-whose-that) birthday on Friday, is having a party to
night.
8. This is the town (that-where-when-which) my favourite singer lives.
9. That's the woman (whose-who-that-whom) house was burgled last
week.
10. Sarah Jones, (who-when-which-whose) I knew at university, is a
doctor now.
11. This CD, (whose-who-that-when) I bought yesterday, is awful.
12. This is the reason (why - that-that-which-why) I haven't finished yet.
13. My friend, (who-which-whose-whom) has just moved to Wales, sent
me a long letter.
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14. London, (where-which-when-whose) the Houses of Parliament are, is
the capital of England.
15. When did you buy the jacket (who-whose-that-when) you are wearing?
16. My favourite time of the year is summer, (when-that-where-which) the
weather is hot.
Complete the sentences with words from the list:
1. financial
2. nanny
3. up 4. off
5. turned
Rewrite the sentences giving the same meaning:
1. He used to have a beard.
2. He didn‟t leave the stadium till the match had ended.
3. We were having dinner when you called.
4. When we reached the airport, the plane had taken off
5. After he had done his homework, he went to bed.
6. It's illegal to exceed the speed limits while driving.
7. His project fell through as the local authority refused to finance it.
8. We set off at 6 yesterday.
9. My father came back home very late last night.
10.The school bus often breaks down, that's why he's always late to
school.
11.The second-hand car which I bought, broke down two weeks later.
12.We had dinner with some friends whose house was for sale.
13.My grandfather, who was 65 last week, has just retired.
14.The hotel where we stayed was extremely comfortable.
15.John, whose parents are both doctors, is studying medicine at
university.
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16.Last weekend we visited Stratford-Upon-Avon which Shakespeare
lived in.
17.She applied for the job which had been advertised in the newspaper.
18.The woman, who works at the post office, is my neighbour.
19.Our new fridge, which was delivered last week, doesn‟t work.
20.The South African author J.M. Coetzee, who lives in Australia, won a
Nobel Prize in 2003.
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Aim High 3
Unit (4)
(1) Vocabulary &Structure
Choose:
1. catapulted

2. already

3. manoevres

4. been

5. activated

6. ridden

7. just

8. associate

9. knowledge

10. dull
(2) Grammar
(3) Re-write the following sentences giving the sk8ame meanings
1. I have been learning Arabic for 5 years
2. They have won the prize three times
3. Tina has known her best friend for 10 years
4. Matt hasn’t played football for 6 months
5. My dad has been writing letters for 8 hours
6. How long have you been running marathons?
7. He has had his laptop since 2009
8. I have been waiting here for an hour.
9. Sandra hasn’t been ill since March
10. They have been married since 1993
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(4) Reading Comprehension
Answer
1. She put it in an empty bottle and threw it over the side of the ship she
was travelling on.
2. It took three months to reach the shore.
3. They have been writing to each other for forty years.
4. She found it on Morfa beach near Margam in South Wales.
5. They both have two children – a boy and a girl, and they are very similar
in age.
Choose
1. b

2. c

3. b

4. a

5. c

B. Reading
Answer
1. They are made from plants and animals that died millions of years ago.
2. Fossil fuels are running out.
3. A small amount of uranium produces a lot of energy.
4. Wind turbines convert wind energy into electricity.
5. Because all the alternative energy sources have some disadvantages.
Choose
1. b

2. a

First Term

3. c

4. c

5. b
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(3) Novel
The man in the Iron Mask
Chapters 6&7:
1- Why did Aramis not want D’Artagnan to see Philippe?
Because D‟Artagnan knew the King better than anyone and he might
suspect something if he talked to Philippe.
2- What was Fouquet’s reaction when Aramis told him that he had
swapped Louis with Philippe?
When Aramis told him about his plan Fouquet was shocked and
couldn‟t believe that all this happened under his roof. Aramis tried to tell
him that by doing this France would be better and even Fouquet was
saved. But Fouquet accused Aramis of committing treason and told him
that he was going to the Bastille to rescue the King.
3- Why did D’Artagnan go to see Fouquet?
He went to tell him that the King had asked D‟Artagnan to arrest him for
stealing money from the state. And that Colbert gave the King receipts
which proved that. But Fouquet defended himself by saying that he
didn‟t steal the money and he had just borrowed it. Fouquet told
D‟Artagnan that he could ask Aramis and he would back him up and
that Aramis promised to lend him the money.
4- “It was entirely the King’s decision.” Comment
Aramis said these words to D‟Artagnan after D‟Artagnan had gone to
the King‟s room to ask him about this final decision concerning
Fouquet. Aramis refused to let him inside the room and handed him a
piece of paper, which was read on it to set Fouquet Free. D‟Artagnan
27
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believed that Aramis was the one who persuaded the King to Forgive
Fouquet. But Aramis said that it was the Kings own decision.
5- “How could the Queen allow something like that?” Comment.
Fouquet said these words to Aramis when Aramis revealed the secret
that King Louis had an identical twin who was imprisoned in the
Bastille. Fouquet couldn‟t believe that the Queen did this to her son;
Aramis told him that she felt it was better to send one of her sons to jail
rather than risking that someone discover that secret.
Chapters 8.9 & 10:
1- Why did Fouquet choose to send Aramis and Porthos to Belle
Isle?
Fouquet told Aramis to leave Vaux with Porthos and seek refuge at his
house on Belle Isle, just off the coast of France, because the King‟s
soldiers have no authority to arrest anyone there.
2- What was Louis’ order concerning his brother?
He ordered D‟Artagnan to take Philippe to a prison on the island of
Saint Marguerite and to make him wear an iron mask to hide his face
and if he dared to remove the mask, he would be killed.
3- “Monsieur, you are my Prisoner.” Comment.
D‟Artagnan said these words to Philippe, after Louis had arrived at
Vaux with Fouquet. When Louis saw his identical brother sitting on the
throne and acting as if he was the King, he asked his mother to tell
everyone that he was Louis King of France, but she cried and didn‟t
answer. Louis turned to D‟Artagnan and asked him to look at both
faces of him and Philippe and he could tell everyone who was the
impostor as one of them spent many years in the jail and was much
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paler than the other. Without hesitation, D‟Artagnan put his hand on
Philippe‟s shoulder and told him these words.
4- Athos warned and helped Aramis and Porthos. Illustrate.
Aramis and Porthos decided to pay Athos a visit before going to Belle
Isle. Athos was delighted to see his friends and invited them for supper;
Aramis told Athos everything that happened with them. Athos told
Aramis that his idea was great, but also a great mistake. Aramis told
him also that they were going to Fouquet‟s house on Belle Isle because
the King‟s soldiers weren‟t permitted to set foot on it and then they
would travel to Spain. But Athos warned them that Louis is a cunning
man and although he didn‟t have the authority to arrest anyone on that
island, the law never stopped him. He helped them by giving them two
horses and some provisions. He told them that he would arrange with
one of his friends who has a fish boat to take them from the harbour to
Belle Isle.
5- D’Artagnan had underestimated the King. Explain.
King Louis ordered D‟Artagnan to take troop of soldiers and go to Belle
Isle to arrest Aramis and Porthos. When he arrived there they refused
to surrender, D‟Artagnan told them that they would never surrender and
asked them about their plan. Aramis told him that some locals would
help them travel to Spain but Porthos said that because of the arrival of
D‟Artagnan and the soldiers they have to set a new plan. D‟Artagnan
said that he had a great idea to give them time to get away. He went
out to his soldiers and took them back to their ship; he told them that
the negotiation with Aramis and Porthos had been failed so he decided
to resign his position as a Captain of the Musketeers. D‟Artagnan knew
29
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that they couldn‟t complete the mission without a captain and he
thought that by doing that he gave his friends time to get away. But
D‟Artagnan had underestimated the King because once he told them
that he resigned, one of the officers showed him an order from the King
which said that if D‟Artagnan resigned his position, the officers had to
arrest him and return him to France. One of the officers escorted
D‟Artagnan on a small ship while the others went to arrest Aramis and
Porthos.
6- “I wish I’d never involved you in all of this.” Comment.
Aramis said that when Porthos had been shot while they were running
from the soldiers towards the cave to take the boat that would take
them to safety. One of the locals helped Aramis to carry Porthos
towards the cave, he was seriously injured in his back. Aramis cried as
he couldn‟t do anything to his best friend and told him that he wished
he had never let him participate in that plan.
7- D’Artagnan proved that he believe in “All for one and one for all”.
Illustrate.
Because when he knew that Aramis had surrendered and was taken to
the Bastille, he disguised as a priest and went to the Bastille. He met
Aramis, heard his confession and gave him a bible. D‟Artagnan had
already put a key to Aramis‟ cell inside it. When Aramis escaped from
the Bastille, he found that D‟Artagnan had left a horse tied to a tree in
the forest waiting for him. D‟Artagnan left a note attached to the saddle
of the horse, he wrote on that note that it was the right thing to do and
wished him good luck.
8- Where did Aramis decide to go after going out from the Bastille?
He decided to go to the island of Sainte Marguerite to set Philippe free.
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Poetry
Bed In Summer
Questions with model answers:
1. Who is the poet?
Robert Louis Stevenson
2. What is the rhyme scheme of "Bed in Summer" ?
aa bbcc ddee bb
3. What is the main idea of the poem?
The poet writes about the weather in England; he says that in winter,
it's dark until about 8 o'clock in the morning, so he has to get up when
it's still dark & get dressed by yellow-candle light. In summer, it's
completely different, it's light until about 9 o'clock at night, so the poet
goes to bed when it's still light.
4. Paraphrase the first stanza.
The same answer of question number 3
5. I have to go to bed and see
Complete the stanza and paraphrase it
I have to go to bed and see
The birds still hopping on the tree,
Or hear the grown-up people's feet
Still going past me in the street.
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Paraphrase:
When the poet goes to bed in summer, it's still light so birds are still
hopping & people are still walking in the street.
6. Write the lines in which the poet feels annoyed because he has to
go to bed early while he wants to enjoy the weather and play.
And does it not seem hard to you,
When all the sky is clear and blue,
And I should like so much to play,
To have to go to bed by day.
7.What is the title of the poem?
Bed in summer
8. Write the first stanza& pick out its figures of speech.
In winter I get up at night
And dress by yellow candle-light.
In summer, quite the other way,
I have to go to bed by day.
a.contrast: night and day
b. alliteration: bed/ by the poet repeated the first sound "B"
9.Does the writer really get up at night?
No, he doesn't. He gets up at day, but it's still dark as if it were night.
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Poetry
Night
Questions with model answers
Questions:
1.Who is the poet?
William Blake
2.What is the rhyme scheme of "Night"?abab cc dd
3. Why does the poet use the letter "s" frequently?
The poet uses the letter "s" frequently to imply the
softness and quietness of night: silent, seek, silent, sits,
smiles.
4.What is the title of the poem?
Night
5.Write the second stanza& paraphrase it.
The moon, like a flower
In heaven's high bower,
With silent delight,
Sits and smiles on the night.
Paraphrase:
The moon is compared to a flower, which is up in a sheltered
garden in heaven. The moon seems to be happy, and quietly
smiles down on the earth at night.
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6. The poet describes himself as a bird & his home as a nest. Write
the lines.
The sun descending in the west,
The evening star does shine;
The birds are silent in their nest,
And I must seek for mine.
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(4) Click on
Choose the correct answer:
1- I (studied - study- have studied) English for three hours.
2- Someone knocked the door while I (have - was having- had) my
breakfast.
3- I‟ve invited Mariam to my birthday party. Do you think she (is going to
come- will come- is coming)?
4- He was listening carefully while they (explained - have explained were explaining) the plan to him.
5- They (went- have been- have gone) to America. They came back a
week ago.
6- I was writing a report (while - when- as) my boss came.
7- I‟m exhausted. I ( am going to take- will take- am taking) a rest.
8- She has lived in London (since - ago- for) 15 years.
9- Sara (had dropped - dropped- was dropping) her bag during getting
into the taxi.
10- It‟s really hot here, (Are you going to switch- Will you switch- Are you
switching) on the AC, please?
11- Have you ever (saw - see- seen) a robot?
12- Tidy your room or I (am not letting- won‟t let- am not going to let) you
go to the club.
13- I (worked- have worked- work) in a bank for five years. I work in a big
company at present.
14- I promise I (am going to buy- will buy- am buying) you a gift when I
return from my holiday.
15- I haven‟t met him (just-since-for) he travelled abroad.
16- I (have called - had call- called) my grandmother yesterday.
17- We (are going to fly- will fly- are flying) to London tomorrow.
18- He bought a new mobile phone two days ( recently- ago- for)
19- My brother (had gone - has been- has gone) to Paris. He is still there.
20- The train has (already – ever - still) left the station.
21- What (did you do- have you done- were you doing) at six o‟clock
yesterday?
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22- I‟ve listened to the weather forecast. It (is going to be- will be- is being)
warm tomorrow.
23- I‟m bored. I (am going to watch- will watch- am watching) an action
film.
24- It has been arranged, I (am going to have- will have- am having) lunch
with my friends tomorrow.
25- He is filling the bucket with water. He (is going to wash- will wash- is
washing) his car.
26- This shampoo (suits- fits- matches) all hair types.
27- I was (yelling- surfing- plugging) the net looking for information on the
Indian culture.
28- He left the bath running and (soaked- cooled- flooded) the bathroom.
29- (Online- Website- Theme) shopping is both cheap and convenient.
30- I was (disappointed- shocked- thrilled) by your good news.
31- We felt (relieved- bored- annoyed) when we knew that nobody was
hurt.
32- They were lost in (dessert- desert- mud) for nine days. It must have
been a terrible experience.
33- Bring a coat, it might turn (warm- hot- chilly) later.
34- My sister has got a new pair of (high-heeled– woollen – baggy) shoes.
35- I fell off my bike and (bruised- sprained- lost) my wrist.
36- It was the holiday of (ages- breath taking- lifetime).
37- Please form an orderly (queue- platform- card).
38- The doors were painted blue to (suit- fit- match) the walls.
39- That dress (suits- fits- matches) me very well.
40- If you want to know more about our products, you can (downloadsurf- visit) our website.
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Correct the underlined words:
1- He doesn‟t study anymore. He will fail in his exams.
[is going to fail ]
2- He is a very sensibly man.
[sensible]
3- Adel has been to a camp for a week. He‟ll be back tomorrow.
[has gone]
4- I‟m afraid I am being absent tomorrow.
[will be]
5- All the lights go out as I was getting into the flat.
[went]
6- We are going to visit you soon. That‟s a promise.
[will visit]
7- I started cleaning the house two hours before.
[ago]
8- Everything is arranged to change my house. I will buy a bigger one.
[ am buying]
9- While he was running, he was falling down and broke his leg.
[fell]
10- She sings good.
[well]
11- Ask the cashier if she has a credit for 10$.
[change]
12- If you guess your mind about coming tonight, just call me.
[change]
13- We saw lights at the distance.
[in]
14- It‟s blowing hot here.
[boiling]
15- My mother asked me to make the hoovering.
[do]
16- The movie is based about a real- life incident.
[on]
17- The mansion is set of 90 acres of beautiful, unspoilt countryside.
[in]
18- We had chocolate for desert.
[dessert]
19- With DVD, you can watch the latest movies on the comfort of your
house.
[in]
20- Do you want to go on the school adventure to France this year?
[trip]
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Read & Match
1. 1-b

2-e

3-d

4-a

5-c

2. 1-e

2-c

3-f

4-d

5-b

3. 1-c

2-b

3-a

4-e

5-f

4. 1-c

2-a

3-e

4-f

5-b

Supply:

1- I have sprained my ankle.
2- What did you use to do when you where youy?
3- How can I help you?
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Model Exam
1) Dialogue
-Where did you go last weekend?
-I stayed in a hotel.
-What was the weather like?

2) Situations
1-What's your father's job? / What does your father do?
2-My favourite hobby is drawing.

3) Comprehension
Answer
1- Because they tied him in the van with a piece of cloth on his mouth.
2- The police searched for three hours.
Choose
3-kill him

4-letters

4) Choose
1-typical 2-spare

3-stand

4- tell

5-DJ

5) Correct the mistake
1-to

2-often

4-mine

5-closes
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6) RE-arrange
1-They are playing tennis with us tomorrow.
2-I have a karate class on Tuesdays.
3-Lisa comes from Spain.
4-My favourite hobby is surfing the net.
5-I usually have breakfast at 8 o'clock.
7) Composition
1-MY favourite hobby is playing tennis.
2-I play tennis in Al Zohour club.
3-I practice tennis in my spare time.
4-Captain Sara is my coach.
8) A) Translate into Arabic:
. يجة على الحكومت توفير وظائف عديدة للشباب لحل مشكلت البطالت
B) Translate into English:
My favourite hobby is reading old English novel

Good luck
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